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Dolphin interactions include a dolphin kiss. CREDIT: DOLPHINARIS

Whether visiting Cozumel on a cruise ship or if you’re staying at a resort,
spending the day with dolphins is a big family favorite. At Dolphinaris, a
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ten-minute cab ride from the cruise port and centrally located in
downtown Cozumel near shopping and restaurants, a variety of dolphin
experiences and interactions are offered.

VIP Dolphin Swim Blu by Dolphinaris

This excursion includes swimming with the stingrays, kayaking or stand
up paddleboarding in the ocean, a four-course lunch, and of course the
highlight: swimming with the dolphins. The 40-minute dolphin encounter
includes getting a dolphin kiss, dancing with the dolphins, swimming with
them and learning about their environment and natural habitat. This VIP
excursion means travelers get their own private seaguard concierge staff
member, catering just to them. There’s also a private VIP area which has
an infinity pool, all-inclusive bar (for both alcoholic and non-alcoholic
drinks), a lounge area with daybeds, lounge chairs, towels and private
locker room area. The seaguard concierge staff member will be
accompanying the family/group for the four-hour stay, so he can answer
any questions, take photos with his professional camera and guide
travelers to various areas on the property.
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Dolphins use sonar to communicate  LIGHTROCKET VIA GETTY IMAGES

Dolphin True Connection 

For kids 12 and older, the Dolphin True Connection experience is a good
option. This excursion includes communicating with the dolphins via
sonar. Travelers will put on dark-lense goggles and float face up in the
water, with their ears submerged to be able to hear the dolphins “talk”
using sonar. You’ll also feel the heartbeat of the dolphin and learn about
this friendly mammal’s habits. A dolphin fin charm made from recycling
materials is the souvenir given to each visitor. Also, included is the four-
course lunch, VIP infinity pool area, private guide, and drinks.

Friendly Encounter Experience

This experience caters to those who feel more comfortable staying in
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shallow water. It’s ideal for younger kids, older travelers and those not
super comfortable swimming if their feet can’t touch the ground. It’s open
to kids older than three years of age and taller than four feet. It includes a
dolphin kiss and interaction, while standing on a platform in shallow
water.
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Little Ambassador Experience

For kids ages 6-11 who really love dolphins and want a unique experience,
the Little Ambassador program is a good option. It starts by giving kids
tips to care for the ocean and wildlife in it, including dolphins. The goal is
to inspire kids to become “Little Ambassadors” long after they leave
Cozumel and return home. This activity includes dolphin interaction as
well as a digital pledge made by the kids to be ambassadors to the earth.
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